Cyber Threat
Intelligence Service
Cyber Threat Intelligence is knowledge of your
adversaries and their motivations, intentions
and methods that is collected, analysed, and
disseminated in ways that help security and
business staff at all levels protect the critical
assets of the enterprise.
We provide a market-leading range of Cyber Threat Intelligence services
to identify potential vectors for cyber-attacks. We work together with
you to understand risks to your security, helping you rapidly detect and
respond to any potential or active attacks early on.
Our service combines best practice intelligence management
processes, open and closed intelligence sources together with the
experience of our dedicated intelligence analysts.

Benefits
• Predict, identify and rapidly
mitigate cyber-attacks with
insights and intelligence that
reach far beyond your own
network defences.
• Improve your threat detection
with better visibility of threats
explicitly targeting your sector,
infrastructure and digital assets.
• Apply constant monitoring using
advanced threat intelligence
platform tools, so no attack goes
unnoticed or unaddressed.
• Achieve in-depth understanding
of new global risks, informed by
a world-wide network of threat
intelligence expertise, and stay
one step ahead of attackers.
• Ensure your security posture
is proactive not reactive, and
improve decision making during
and after a cyber-intrusion.
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Why you need to take action
Threat intelligence remains one of the top investment priorities in cyber
security. Over the last few years enterprises have been constantly
bombarded with advanced and unknown threats they are not equipped
to deal with. Alongside this, organisations have had to rapidly adapt
to new requirements for remote working, putting pressure on those
who need to provide authorised users secure access to confidential
databases, critical systems and cloud workloads.
Cyber criminals have scaled up their attacks to take advantage of
these challenging circumstances resulting in a significant rise in
social engineering, ransomware attacks, data thefts and supply chain
compromises. Without threat intelligence, enterprises are unable to
understand who may be targeting them and the tools, techniques
and procedures they use. This lack of knowledge limits defenders in
mitigating the risks to your organisation, makes it difficult to prioritise
your vulnerability management and to focus limited budgets on target
areas. Working alone makes it extremely challenging to prevent or
identify these attacks.

Intelligence is drawn
from a comprehensive
range of sources, such
as intelligence reports
from cyber security
experts and vendors,
and raw data, like
malware signatures,
leaked credentials on a
paste site or registered
domains associated
to your trademark
and company.

Organisations need a comprehensive strategy to protect
themselves from:
• Cyber criminals
• Hacktivists
• State-sponsored attackers
• Insider threats
Without a comprehensive security strategy organisations leave
themselves vulnerable to attacks that could cost millions to recover from
and seriously impact their brand value. Cyber Threat Intelligence assists
decision makers in understanding their specific threat landscape so
that they can assess their organisations cyber resilience and create a
strategy to improve their cyber security maturity level.
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How our Cyber Threat Intelligence
service works
Threat intelligence remains one of the top investment priorities in cyber
security. Over the last few years enterprises have been constantly
bombarded with advanced and unknown threats that they are not
equipped to deal with.
In today’s world, businesses need a service that constantly monitors
the attacker’s behaviours and their attack campaigns to identify the IP
addresses, URLs and other common attack indicators of compromise
(IOCs). To do this it is vital to have access to cyber threat intelligence
which is built from evidence-based knowledge of actual breaches and
attacks – so you can be prepared, identify and prevent real-world cyber
threats from all angles.
At CGI, intelligence is drawn from a comprehensive range of both
open and closed sources. This includes intelligence reports from cyber
security experts and vendors, raw data, malware signatures, leaked
credentials on a paste sites or registered domains associated to your
trademark and company.
Our highly skilled threat intelligence analysts assess the information
gathered and turn it into intelligence that can be trusted. We provide
landscape and industry reports at regular intervals, threat intelligence
monitoring and alerts, and refined reporting specific to your
organisation. All of our intelligence products provide insights that allow
you to take action to mitigate the risk and are aligned to the MITRE
ATT&CK framework, as advised by the NCSC.
We also offer a range of complimentary services including malware
analysis, phishing defence and our ‘Corporate Digital Footprint Analysis’,
which examines your digital footprint from an attacker’s perspective,
revealing potential methods of attack that could be used.

Intelligence is drawn
from a comprehensive
range of sources, such
as intelligence reports
from cyber security
experts and vendors,
and raw data, like
malware signatures,
leaked credentials on a
paste site or registered
domains associated
to your trademark
and company.

We integrate our service with your existing security tools and
infrastructure. Our Cyber Threat Intelligence envelops your IT security
posture providing a defensive force multiplier to your operational or
network security teams. We can provide ingestible data feeds that provide
intelligence straight into security tools such as SIEM, IDS and firewalls
maximising their capabilities to identify threats, bolstering your automated
security response. What is more, we can start delivering threat intelligence
services in as little as seven days, so you can rapidly understand your
organisation’s threat landscape and take immediate action.
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Why CGI?
We are a leading supplier of cyber security services in the UK, Europe
and North America. Our UK Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) service is
provided from our Cyber Centres of Excellence in Reading and Bridgend.
Our SANS and CREST certified analysts monitor the latest cyber threats
through advanced threat intelligence platform tools. We then provide
you with insights and evidence-based knowledge based on a global
network of threat intelligence expertise from over 70 million cyberattacks per day. The result is a significantly better informed and up-todate level of protection than if you were operating alone.
We have a long-standing and highly regarded reputation in IT and
business consulting, offering Cyber Threat Intelligence and other
managed services across a wide range of sectors including commercial,
education, financial, insurance and central government. Individual
reference points are available upon request.
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Our Cyber Threat
Intelligence envelops
your IT security posture
providing a defensive
force multiplier to your
operational or network
security teams.
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Choose a service level that suits you
Cyber Threat Intelligence is delivered over three service tiers. We
recommend an open discussion with your CGI contact to establish
which is the most suitable to your organisation.
Our Cyber Threat Intelligence service can also form part of a
Protective Monitoring (ProMon) package. ProMon is our fully
outsourced monitoring solution that is customisable according to
customer size, scope and budget.

Baseline
• Daily threat landscape report.
• Tactical threat intelligence.
• Monthly industry threat report.

Enhanced
Baseline +
• Operational threat intelligence.
• Threat workshops.
• Monthly reporting.
• Monitoring and alerting.
• CDFA (corporate digital footprint analysis) x 1 per quarter.

Advanced
Baseline & Enhanced +
• Static and dynamic malware analysis.

About CGI
Insights you can act on

Make an enquiry
If you know who your contact point is within CGI, then simply reach out
to discuss the options best suited to your requirement.
For general enquiries, please email: cyber.enquiry.uk@cgi.com

Founded in 1976, CGI is among the
largest IT and business consulting
services firms in the world.
We are insights-driven and
outcomes-based to help accelerate
returns on your investments. Across
21 industry sectors in 400 locations
worldwide, our 88,500 professionals
provide comprehensive, scalable
and sustainable IT and business
consulting services that are informed
globally and delivered locally.

For more information
Visit cgi.com/uk/cyber-security
Email us at cyber.enquiry.uk@cgi.com
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